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Joseph Frank
Introduction: Overture for Violence

on this late afternoon I can see
the mountains tum from brown to pink. Gently, compellingly they
invite a long look. But not too long a look. Below one peak a row of
stakes, hard and angular in the setting sun, repel the eye. They mark
the pit in which part of our nuclear arsenal is said to be stored. Beneath these mountains, the home of Sandia and Folsom' Man, ticks
the modem mechanism.
One can do much with the phallic or aesthetic symbolism of this
scene; I prefer to look at its cultural meaning for the world of 1968.
Beneath the rosy glitter of our ostensibly affluent society ticks the
bomb The mountain can erupt at any moment. Rivulets of lava alread scar the landscape, and the ground is steaming.
, F r the past two decades the bomb, and the violence of which it is a
dra atic symbol, has saturated all channels of communication, both
se ous and frivolous. Recently such magazines as Esquire and Look
have analyzed-with lurid photographs-violence in contemporary
society. This issue of New Mexico Quarterly contains no pictures,
nor does it come up with a solution to the problem of modem violence. But it does try, through a variety of approaches~ to probe beneath the surface, to record the seismic rumblings. It is the purpose of
this Introduction to suggest that these rumblings are both a warning
I and a challenge. The analytic and creative articles which follow at
Once amplify and specify this warning, this challenge.
Violence is not a new phenomenon. Imagine an issue of the Quartf erly on the subject of violence published on clay tablets at a nearby
pueblo 2,000 years ago. Or push back the invention of television to the
, time when man climbed out of the trees and tried to walk upright. A
psychological thriller of that remote time would show the horror of
I leaving the security of the tre~s for a ground where sabre-toothed tigers
prowled and mastadons ranged, the dislocation of exchanging the unLOOKING OUT OF MY OFFICE WINDOW
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exam~ned security of a leafy world for a cosmos alive with frightening
animistic forces. Millennia later, on location in the Tigris-Euphrates
valley, a documentary would portray the recurrent struggles and
Freudian sacrifices of shifting from an agrarian culture to the ritualized
and competitive frenzy of embryonic urbanization: the ur-Ur.
The program possibilities from recorded history are continuous and
endless: serials on the adventures of Moses or David; a spectacular
named Marathon; weekly Roman westerns or Crusader eastemSj
medieval dc:>mestic comedy punctuated with violated chastity belts,
flagellation, bloody tournaments, dances of death; and the plague,
either as medical series or as moral-uplift sermons. In fact, it is not
necessary to postulate an ancient CBS or NBC. The art objects of the
past which survive, from Sumerian shards to Renaissance tapestries,
show that every age has been both tom and fascinated by the human
propensity for violence.
Having studied the subliterature of the mid-seventeenth century, I
know that when journalism was in its infancy the English weeklies
were full of violence: war, dirty diplomacy, natural disasters, political
impr~cation, crime. Though the ingredients of violence were the same
as now, the reporting of them was less full and sensational. Even the
carefully staged beheading of Charles I in 1649, one of the most dramatic stories in English history, was reported in most papers in a matter-of-fact style. In the case of a less national crime, a London journalist managed to tell in a few. casual words how a jealous wife in Kent
cut but her rival's vulva and served it to her unfaithful husband. But
violence, even if toned down by the intermittently heavy hand of the
censor, saturates the early press.
It is probable that from the eighteenth to the twentieth century,
as the world's population increased and industrialization mushroomed,
the amount of violence-inner and outer, private and public-increased proportionately. I suspect, however, that if the world's total
of violence could be measured and then divided by the number of
people alive at that moment, the individual share of violence would
remain fairly constant. Certainly, though this is no proof, the fairy
tales and nursery rhymes that have always amused and bemused the
human race have remained constant in their gore: the persecuted patient sufferer of ancient India and Mesopotamia persists in the Joblike figure of Charlie Brown; Li'l Abner is the Samson of Judges; Cinderella, sometimes made masculine as in Beowulf and Tannhauser, is
today's star of countless comic books, movies, TV dramas, and slick-
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paper stories-and the happy ending is almost always the sudden
and incongrouous climax to prolonged vicissitudes.
And yet-granted that violence has always been with us and even
that the quantity uf violence has remained constant both in the
amount per individual and in its appeal-violence in contemporary
society is diff~rent. To examine why this is true is a major purpose of
this winter issue. But a necessary preliminary is to ask what we mean
by "violence." In the articles that follow, the definitions vary both
implicitly and explicitly. In general, however, the word designates
those external acts, individual and collective, which are obviously
and directly destructive; and those inner states which are obviously
and directly internecine.
The most evident distinction between immediate now and remote
then is our creation of weapons that can quickly wipe out the human race: weapons that a few violent men, regardless of their benign
expressions, allegedly rational purposes, and well-tailored respectability, can unleash-with or without the aid of totally nonviolent computers. Even the Thirty Years' War, during which lhe population of
the Germanic countries was reduced by two-thirds, becomes pallid
and peaceful compared to what World War III would produce. This
change, moreover, has been a quick one. Shaw's Heartbreak House,
a scathing portrayal of the cultured European establishment on the
eve of W orId War I, ends with the most amiable male tharacter
turning on the lights of the country house so that German bombers
will see it. He is supported by his wife's "I hope they'll come again
tomorrow night," and, in the play's last line, by the heroine's "Oh, I
hope so.'~ Today such a curtain" speech would sound suicidal and
psychotic; forty years ago it seemed abrasive and challenging. In the
past, Armageddon has always signified both an epilogue and a prologue. Now it means "The End."
This-is the major distinction between now and then, but there are
others. Probably second in importance is the revolution.in communication, in particular the rapid spread in the Western world of television. Even so, thirty-five hoodred years ago probably at least as high
a percentage of Minoans thrilled to the stylized bull dances as people today goggle at "Bonanza" and "Star Trek." But I am not concerned here with what can loosely be called violence in art or in the
reaction to art. At its best, art is both less and more than realistic. A
movie like Bonnie and Clyde is enough of a work of art to make the
sudden close-up of the shattered face of the policeman and the linger-
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ing sequence of the perforated bodies of the protagonists both less
and more than real. Yet we are not viewing a documentary. Instead
we are aware of actors acting and directors directing; we are aware that
we are sitting in a movie house; we are, in short, aware that we are
looking at an artifact. The real impact of the television explosion, in
terms of violence, does not lie in its shows but in its news. Many in
the TV audience confuse the two-and even suspend their disbelief
in watching both-but most viewers do make a distinction, no matter
how hazy or unconscious.
And it is the news, often brilliantly photographed, then instantly
flashed into our living rooms, that makes us increasingly immune to
violence: not just to the violence of artifact but also to the violence of
reality. A Viet Cong corpse loses its shock value when it is duplicated
evening after evening. If we are to be kept glued to our TV sets maybe
we need an ever headier diet: the close-up of gangrene, the mutilated
prisoner, the child in flames. TV shows can become as heady as Hooper and Nielsen dictate. Not the news, unless we make it so-in both
senses of the word "make."
One function of the urban riots in the United States seems to have
been to "make" news for its own sake. We have become bored, not
indignant, with Vietnam. Even the devastating explosion of a Sicilian
volcano leaves us indifferent, so that we react with a minor groan or
resigned shrug. The reality of our world has not only been brought
into our living rooms, but once there it has become as predictable, as
taken for granted, as the TV set itself. Violeqce, even as it escalates,
remains normal. To Jeremiah in living color we are now inclined to
say, "So what?"
Third, and also a product of the technological revolution, is the wide
dissemij;tation of anaesthesia. It is possible for a prosperous American
or Eur6pean to go through life, from eased birth to tranquilized death,
without consciously experiencing intense physical pain. Some dentists
now administer a preliminary anaesthetic so the patient won't feel the
needle which injects the deeper shot. One can die of cancer· and still
have the final pain suppressed.
Perhaps, insofar as we escape the experience of personal physical
pain, we need a vicarious substitute. If so, the violence of art may
have increased to meet this need, while the mounting violence of .
reality-if we are not physically involved-can serve the same function.
Anthony West suggests in one of his novels that tbe history of the
Western world would have been different if sturdy, cheap, comfort-
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able shoes had been invented a long time ago. One wonders what different paths history might have taken, just as one wonders what would
have happened to Carlyle's philosophy if he had had therapeutic digestive tablets. I am not advocating a periodic sock on the jaw'or the
wearing of a hairshirt or of shoes that hurt. But it is possible that the
absence of physical pain in our own lives has subconsciously nourished
our need to see pain in the lives of others.
A fourth major distinction between immediate now and remote
then is the depersonalization and at the same time the growing violence of language. Examples of the former are endless:" people are personnel, bombs and bullets are hardware, men no' longer die but pass on
-or become units in a body count. In the academic world the social
sciences have become progressively more quantified-witness the development of econometrics, sociometries, and soon historiometricswith the result that the individual disappears into the anonymity of
statistics. Even in the field of language itself, the scholar who was once
a linguist has become a linguistician, and current rumor suggests that
he may evolve into a linguisticianist.
As for violence in language: there are very few four-letter words in
the following pages. If there were, no reader acquainted with current
literature would be shocked. Like the English "bloody," the four-letter words are rapidly declining into meaningless noises, and their use
usually indicates an impoverished vocabulary.
If, then, the shocker no longer shocks, how do we describe violence
to make it seem genuinely violent? Perhaps we can't. Perhaps both our
means of and our response to verbal communication have become so
meager that we need the real thing: the nonverbal TV screen bringing us its horrifying documentary message or, if we're lucky, the convenient automobile accident or mugging at' which we can gawk in
person.
Fifth and last in this speculative catalog is the disappearance of
heaven and hell. This difference from the past, however, is more cumulative than abrupt. Heaven has always been hard to envision, and
Dante's Inferno is a more vivid realm than his Paradiso. The Happy
Hunting Ground of the American Indian and the Valhalla of the Vikings were merely masculine-oriented extensions of earthly life. And
as painting and literature have long demonstrated, it is hard to imagine an eternity of happiness, of appropriate reward. Try it: an investment that always goes up, an infinity of martinis, an everlasting orgasm. Even in the Middle Ages and Renaissance one of the highest
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rewards granted the blessed was the relish of watching the intricate
and eternal sufferings of the damned.
But at least since the sixteenth century the idea of hell has also be.
come steadily paler,. despite all the hellfire-and-brimstone rhetoric with
which moralists and evangelists have tried to keep it bright. At the
apogee of Puritanism in Cromwellian England the devil was rapidly
losing his claws, the inferno steadly becoming a metaphor rather than
a reality. Paradoxical as it may sound, the hell of Paradise Lost is far
more allegorical than that of the Divine Comedy.
Whether or not God has died and heaven vanished, once hell has
lost its horrors we seem to need\something to replace it: the police.
man's club of Hobbes, the sublimated conscience of Freud, the sense
of human freedom and responsibility of Camus' existential manor possibly the building of an earthly City of Satan. To what extent
the affluence of our society has engendered a collective guilty conscience and a collective need to balance the pleasures of prosperity
with pains I do not know. The protagonist of Sartre's The Condemned
of Altona commits suicide when he finds out that Germany is not
devastated but prosperous. Are we, subconsciously, wishing for and
creating-in a manner that Calvin would approve-some retribution
for our goodies? A literal belief in hell can of course make life a nightmare, but the absence of such a belief can produce, in an immature
society, similar nightmares. In either case, each of us writes the script
for his .own dreams.
If we consider these five factors that make today's violence different, can we arrive at any synthesis? The bomb, TV news, anaesthesia,
changes in language, and the decline of hell, at first glance suggest a
strange mix. But at second glance they appear to have one ingredient
in common which makes their blending at once feasible and potentially appetizing, though this common denominator runs counter to
one of the favorite cliches about contemporary Western man. Notice that missing from this list is conformity, standardization: the
thesis that we are mass produced,. educated by program, packaged by
Madison Avenue, spoon-fed by mass media, even buried by the same
credit-granting chain of undertakers. Perhaps we are; and the conjectures in the preceding pages certainly imply that we have been
standardized. But they also imply a challenge: that the pressures toward conformity are balanced by equal if less obvious forces pushing
in the opposite direction.
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The bomb is certainly democratic. Ecclesiastes spoke much about
the democratic finality of death. So does the bomb. But just as it
involves us all in the incipient holocaust, so it involves us all in trying to prevent that Armageddon. We do not have to respond with the
alibi that we as individuals are too insignificant to do anything about it.
We can instead accept the challenge that we as individuals must do
something. The bomb, then, can be a call to action, both individual
and collective; and the violence of that action can be proportionate
to the potential violence against which we are reacting.
TV news can produce not only numbed responses but a feeling
of participation in a world lacking in physical barriers. Such a feeling can move us out of our easy chairs and into· the streets-or into
the polling booth. The time may come when, satiated, we respond by
vomiting. When that happens, the violence of the recovery can also
be proportionate to the previous disease.
Anaesthesia, and with it the benumbing effects of affluence, can
also be a liberation. The minimization of physical pain, whether in
the dentist's chair or by the elimination of brute routine work, cim free
the individual for more distinctive, more creative, more unpredictable
activities--':f!om propelling a bowling ball to painting a picture. The
results of such liberation can range from the violent to the apathetic
and be either internal or external.
, The cumul~tive effects of the depersonalization of language are a
temptation to slip into an increasingly nonverbal world. But these
effects can also be a challenge to reestablish meaningful communication, to revitalize language as a humanistic means of talking with other
human beings. The potential violence of such a renewal is again dependent on the intensity of one's reaction to the status quo.
Finally, we have the decline of hell and with it the probable death
of God. Once more the invitation to apathetic acceptance is bala1J.s.ed
by the challenge of liberation. It is possible to relish acknowledging
the existential absurdity of our universe, to climb all the way down
from the trees. A man is what he does, and be-alone and with his
fellows-can do nothing or something. But liberated he becomes responsible, whether he resignedly shrugs his shoulders or violently
smashes icons.
In short, those factors which make toaay's violence different are at
once an opiate and.a challenge, the calls of two diametrically opposite
sirens. Our individual and collective reactions can vary, but I predict
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that the more apathetic our external response, the more violent will
be our cumulative internal response. Thus tomorrow, too, the amount
of violence per person may remain constant. Yet if we settle for overt
noninvolvement and covert turmoil, there may be no tomorrow.
The contributors to this issue of New Mexico Quarterly, though
many of them are committed to the past by their professions, are vi·
tally concerned with that tomorrow. In the opening article R. J. Kaufmann takes a penetrating look at the history of violence, but a look
which does not stop at today. Focussing his historical lens on a nar·
~ower area, Joseph Boskin in "Violence in the Ghettos" examines the
background and implications of our recent urban riots. Judd Marmor,
using the scalpel of the psychoanalyst, anatomizes "Psychological As·
pects of Urban Violence." Peter Nabokov's "Reflections on the
Alianza" provides a firsthand insight into the "rebellion" of a small
group' of Spanish Americans in rural New Mexico last June. Nabokov
was a witness, though blindfolded, to part of the immediate after·
effects, but he also sees the revolt as a symptom of what is wrong with
the larger Anglo-American society.
The problem of contemporary violence can be approached cre·
atively as well as analytically. Tom Mayer's short story implies a ques·
tion as to what extent art, by being graphic and specific, can appropriately raise our hackles. But does his "Dead Dog," by immediately
involving us, make us more concerned about one dying animal in a
Mexican village than about many dying children in Harlem and Hanoi?
Or by responding to the death of an anonymous dog do we become
more thin·skinned about any needless death? William Hamilton has
picked the second option. In "Obscenity, Protest and War" he con·
tends"that what we are protesting against determines the nature of our
protest, and that the war in Vietnam is violent and obscene. William
Eastlake's "The Message" in a quiet tone-though Eastlake spent last
summer in Vietnam as a correspondent-serves to dramatize Hamil·
ton's view.
Donald L. Weismann's ''Violence and the Creative Act" shifts the
focus from what can be called the political arena to that of the arts.
To him violence can be a creative forc~a force that provides the im'
petus, the dislocation, and the new vision necessary to true creativity.
Clinton Adams, a painter as well as a critic, in "Art among the Letter
Writers" indirectly supports this thesis by detailing the angry con·
formist response to such creativity. The interaction between artist
and audience is looked at from another angle and in another light in
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Morris Freedman's provocative "Violence in the Modem Theatre."
And the issue concludes with Robert Creeley's "Follow the Drinking
Gourd..." A "Dover Beach" for 1968, the poem invites us to drive
away from the darkling plain where ignorant armies clash by night,
even though our vehicle is a jalopy, our window looks out on the
courtyard of a motel instead of on the glimmering cliffs of England,
and the morrow presumably will bring neither certitude, nor peace,
nor help for pain.
What the morrow will bring is our problem. ~
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